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What is sport heritage?

- People
- Objects
- Places
- Practices
GLASGOW PILOT STUDY

- An intergenerational sport heritage project in the south of Glasgow.
- Using historical sports media, oral history and experiential learning.
- Exploring links between the sporting past and future wellbeing
Key findings

Sport heritage is a shared communal resource: material (photos, film, places and objects) and discursive (stories, traditions)

Promotes community participation

Fosters intergenerational learning by creating personal histories for young people and adults
Hosts & Champions: Using sport heritage for education

- Sport heritage is a cross-curricular area.
- Hosts & Champions taps into the different stages of learning about people, past events and societies.
- Sir Peter Heatly Archive and photographic albums:
  - Evidence about global travel in the mid-20th Century
  - Scotland in the United Kingdom and The Commonwealth
  - From photo albums to Facebook – exploring personal media assemblage.
Sustainability of CGS Archive and Hosts & Champions heritage projects
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